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Float-a-thon ran race
could be 'best euer'

Hordes of fun-seeking EMU
students are expected to
converge on the Huron River
Wednesday, Sept. 17 at 4:30 p.m.
to participate in what promises
to be the biggest and best ever
EMU Float-a-thon, a rollicking
raft race held annually on
campus for the past nine years.
Bob England, director of
intramurals at EMU, predicts
that as many as 500 rafters could
compete in the Float-a-thon this
year if weather conditions are
favorable.
According to Float-a-thon
rules, England says, rafts must
be homemade and must be
propelled by entrants over a 600yard course that begins at the
Superior Road Bridge, just north
of Huron River Drive near
EMU.
Traditionally, the race begins
with a Lemans start as rafting
crews move from riverbank to
the rafts at a sprint and ends
when the last waterlogged racer
is pulled from the river.
England and his Intramural
Office staff have developed a
lengthy set of rules for
participants. Everyone who
participates in the race must
know how to swim and must
wear a Coast Guard approved
life preserver. A minimum of
four people �ust be on the raft

from start to finish. No motors
or mechanical devices are
allowed to power the crafts and
participants may not jump off
the rafts to propel them by
kicking.
England stresses that rafts
must be homemade (excluding
inner tubes and barrels used for
floatation) and there is not to be
contact between rafts or rafters.
(Although just about all of the
entrants in the race eventually
wind up in the Huron River,
rafters are usually able to touch
bottom should they take a spill
during the race.)
Prizes will be awarded in
eleven different categories
including special prizes for the
raft crew with the best looking
hats, the most on a raft, the best
looking raft and an overall
winner. T-shirts, courtesy of the
Stroh Brewery, will be provided
to all contestants.
Following the race this year, a
"Nautical Dinner" will be held in
the picnic area near Hoyt
Conference Center with
entertainment provided by a live
band. The dinner will feature an
awards ceremony with a
videotape replay of the 1980
race.
The public is invited to view
the Float-a-thon free of charge.

One of the unfortunate aspects of poor nautical design is that when
your craft refuses to float you sometimes get closer to the water than
y�u had �nticipated. However, these EMU students hardly seemed to
mmd gettmg waterlogged at all as they competed in the eighth Float-a
thon on the Huron River last year.

President Porter visits
oroiect team In north Yemen

"There are six million people
in Yemen. It's a country that was
not really opened up to outsiders
until the revolution in 1962.
Therefore, the Yemenis are
desperately trying to catch up
with the rest of the world."
President John W. Porter
summed up his recent trip to
North Yemen with the above
statement while noting that
Eastern's educational project in
the Mideast republic is critical if
the Yemenis are to realize their
full potential.
Porter traveled to North
Yemen Aug. 23 through 28 to
confer with members of EMU's
project team there and to
evaluate the project thus far.
Porter stressed that his trip
allowed him to develop a full
perspective of the significance of
the University's project to
improve basic education in the
country.
"We are the only group in the
country involved in actual
teacher training to develop a
teaching force in the country.
There is virtually no educational
system in the country and very
few Yemeni teachers ... The
majority of teachers in
Yemen now are expatriots:
Egyptians, Pakistanis, Saudis
and some Indians," Porter
explained.
Eastern's project in North
Yemen, funded by a $10 million
grant from the U.S. Agency for
International Development
(AID), is currently in its second
year of a five-year project to
train 175 graduates of the
University of Sanaa who will
then staff teacher training
institutes in their homeland.
The educational needs in the
republic of North Yemen are
great. Only one percent of the
women in the country are literate
and approximately 11 to 12
percent of the men can read and
write.
"The country has a strong
sense of nationalism. Our project
fits into the national desire
from the president to the
common person in the street-to
have their children taught by
Yemeni ...We have a heavy
responsibility to deliver what
they need and in that sense this
trip allowed me to acquire a new
perspective of the importance of
our project," Porter said.
While in Yemen, Porter and
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County center seeks
applicants for
advisory board

The Washtenaw County
Community Mental Health
Center is seeking interested
persons for appointment to the
Center's Citizens Advisory
Council. The Council is
composed of county residents of
various age, employment and
economic backgrounds. The
Council is especially interested in
applicants with the following
affiliations: students, churches,
agriculture, hospitals or health
care providers, legal system and
labor. Interested county residents
are invited to submit a one-page
statement of interest to Donna
Roth at the Center, 2929
Plymouth Rd., Ann Arbor, by
Oct. I. For further information,
call Roth at 994-260 I.

Preservation, restoration
topics of Sept. 16 speech

A lecture titled "Preservation
and Restoration Philosophy and
Techniques" will be given by
Craig Morrison, architect and
director of preservation and
restoration projects for John
Hillberry and Associates, Inc.,
Tuesday, Sept. 16, from 5-7 p.m.
in the Alumni Room, McKenny
Union. The lecture is sponsored
by Preservation Eastern, a
campus organization of students
in Eastern's Historic Preservation
Planning graduate degree
program.

University Publications
offers brochures

The University Publications
office has a free supply of the
"12 Questions Brochure" avail
able to departments for recruit
ment and desk copies of the
1980-81 spiral bound under-

graduate catalog. Call Donna at
487-0366 or stop by University
Publications located in Dining
Commons I for a supply.

Campus postal patrons should
note that the U.S. Post Office's
mini-station (the place where you
buy stamps and mail packages)
has moved from its location in
34 Boone Hall to the Lobby
Shop in McKenny Union in
order to better serve faculty, staff
and students.
Patrons will be able to buy
stamps and money orders to take
care of mailing their packages
from the Lobby Shop location.
Stamps will no longer be
available at the Boone Hall
mailroom. Also, the McKenny
Union mini-station will not
accept campus mail. Please
deliver all campus mail to 34
Boone Hall.

Postal mini-station moves
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Projects, met with Dr. Andrew
Nazarro, chief of party of the
basic education program, and
Dr. Sam Moore, associate
professor of curriculum and .
instruction at EMU.
On the second day of Porter's
visit, he met with the Yemeni
Minister of Education Mohamed
al-Khadem al-Wajih and Dr.
Abdulwahid Zendani, president
of Sanaa University. U.S.
Ambassador George M. Lane
accompanied Dr. Porter on his
visits with Yemeni officials.
Porter explained that there are
five phases of Eastern's basic
education program in the
country. The first phase consists
of intensive English language
training in Sanaa, followed by
one academic year in Yemen
exposing students to the theory
of primary education. Groups of
35 students will then complete an
intensive English language
training institute and orientation
at EMU followed by
matriculation in Eastern's
master's degree program in
educational leadership. Yemeni
students will then leave Ypsilanti
for a permanent assignment at a
primary teacher training institute
in their country.
"Thirty-five graduates of the
College of Education at the
University of Sanaa will be
selected each year for five years.
Our project will provide
approximately 175 teacher
trainers," Porter explained.
Porter said his primary reason
for traveling to Yemen was to
evaluate the first phase of
Eastern's program.
"The evaluation was the most
important aspect of the trip. One

of the recommendations that I
made was based upon the fact
that we did not have any internal
evaluation in place for each of
the five steps.
"My suggestion, as a result of
discussions I had with our team
members and Yemeni officials,
was that we ought to redesign
our program so that we can do
an assessment of the effectiveness
of each step ... Evaluating each
phase of the project is the most
significant proposal that came
out of the sessions we had in
Yemen," Porter explained.
EM U's president said the
University's project "is very
visible" in Yemen and that the
Yemeni minister of education
was most receptive to EMU's
program. While in the Arab
republic, Porter found time to
visit many prominent landmarks,
the highlight of which was a
drive through the Yemeni
countryside to the city of Taiz to
visit the site of a new university
and teacher training institutes.
"While in Yemen I spoke to a
number of students in the second
group of 35 students who are
acquiring English language
proficiency and looking forward
to studying at Eastern. They
seemed highly motivated.
"Although Yemen has a low
standard of living, I was
impressed with the dedication the
people had for improvement ...
When you walk into the Souk,
their marketplace, it's like going
back 2,000 years in time," Porter
reflected.
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cooperative education
coordinator aooolntad

Stanford C. Erickson Jr., a
former lecturer at the
University of Michigan
Dearborn, was appointed
coordinator ot cooperative
education at Eastern by the
EMl.r'Board of Regents at its
regular monthly meeting Aug.
20.
Ericksen, 29, replaces Jan
Connelly who left the
University.
A native of Nashville, Tenn.,
Ericksen earned his bachelor's
degree from the University of
Michigan in 1973 and a master's
degree from U-M in 1976. Both
of his degrees are in natural
resources.
Prior to his EMU ap
pointment, Ericksen worked in'
the Monroe Department of
Parks and Recreation and is the
owner of Stanford Ericksen
Agency, an Ann Arbor company
licensed to sell life and health
insurance. Ericksen is an Ann
Arbor resident.
At EMU, Ericksen will
coordinate and implement
activities related to job
development; interview, select
and evaluate qualifications of
students for co-op placement;
coordinate field placements and
supervision with participating
employers and students; and
assist the director of cooperative

Stanford Erickson

education in the development
and expansion of the co-op
program. Also, he will conduct
in-service training seminars and
workshops for faculty, em
ployers, administrators and
students; monitor expenses; aid
in the preparation of budget
requests; and perform publicity
functions to help promote the
program.
His appointment is effective
immediately.

Departments merge In
College 01 Education

The Board of Regents was
notified of the merger of the
Social Foundations of Education
Program with the Department
of Curriculum and Instruction
to form a new Department of
Teacher Education during its
regular monthly meeting Aug.
20.
The merger, according to a
College of Education report,
provides leadership and focus
for teacher education at the
University. Presently, 19 EMU
departments offer either
curriculums in teacher
education or courses which are
required for teacher cer
tification.
In addition, the former
department and program shared
teaching responsibilities for
certain courses and the merger
brings those responsibilities
under one department.
The new Department of
Teacher Education offers six
undergraduate programs: early

childhood education,
elementary and middle school
education, secondary and adult
education, reading, social
foundations and educational
media and library science. The
department also offers six
graduate programs relating to
the above programs.
Dr. Leah Adams is the
department's acting head.
Previously, the Social
Foundations of Education
Program comprised mainly of
graduate courses in the
historical, philosophical, socio
cultural and comparative
aspects of education. The
Department of Curriculum and
Instruction offered un
dergraduate and graduate
courses in student teaching,
educational media, orientation
to education, reading, school
and society, methods and driver
education.
The merger was effective July
1, 1980.

marts 10 suuaru1sa
Emu naa11na u1an1

Malcolm Marts, a former
University of Michigan central
power plant employee, was
appointed heating plant
supervisor by the EMU Board of
Regents at its regular monthly
meeting Aug. 20.
Marts, 28, replaces Gerald
Schultz who left the University.
A native of Jackson, Marts
worked as a shift operator and
power plant repair person at the
U-M central power plant before
coming to Eastern.
At EMU, Marts will plan and
issue job assignments to em
ployees, order and receive
materials for maintenance use,
inspect completed assignments
and determine need for ad
ditional work, maintain and
compile daily time keeping
records, communicate with
University departments in the
completion of service
requirements and receive and
attempt to resolve employee

complaints and grievances.
His appointment is effective
immediately.

Malcolm Marts

Adulsoru board lormad
tor WEfflU·Fffl radio station

A Community Advisory Board
has been established to ad, ise
and review the policies, goals
and services of radio station
WEMU, a public radio station
operated by Eastern.
The ten-person board will be
chaired by Edward J.
McCormick of Monroe, a regent
emeritus and former chairman of
the EMU Board of Regents.
Board members also include
Wayne Adair, an account
executive for radio station
WPAG in Ann Arbor; Ron
Allen, Ypsilanti Township
supervisor; Eugene Beatty,
retired principal of Chapelle
School in Ypsilanti and a
member of the Ypsilanti Board
of Education; Olivia Dickerman,
co-owner of ABC Cleaners in
Ypsilanti; Helen Gooding,
president of Gooding Realty,
Inc., of Ypsilanti; George
Goodman, major of Ypsilanti;
John Lynch, director of sales
and public relations for the
Hydramatic Division of General
Motors; Jimmy Moore. chief of

the Ypsilanti Police Department;
and William Swisher, associate
professor of broadcasting at
EMU.
Gary D. Hawks, vice president
for university relations; John C.
Fountain, associate vice
president for university relations;
Richard Jacques, WEMU station
manager; and Art Timko.
WEMU program manager, will
serve as ex-officio members of
the board and provide staff
assistance.
The Community Advisory
Board was established in order
to comply with the requirement
that all public broadcasting
stations receiving funds under
the Public Telecommunications
Financing Act of 1978 establish
such a board.
All meetings of the
Community Advisory Board are
open to the public and interested
persons are invited to attend.
For additional information about
future meetings, call WEMU at
487-2229.

Regents oromote
media assistant

Patricia Ramsay, an Ypsilanti
resident, was promoted from
media assistant to supervisor of
the Instructional Support
Center by the EMU Board of
Regents at its regular monthly
meeting Aug. 20.
The center was created
recently to combine student
support services, including the
student tutoring program, the
record listening facility and the
foreign language laboratory.
Formerly the services all had
been located in various places
on campus.
In her new position, Ramsay
will supervise the day-to-day
operations and assist in the
overall direction of the center.
Ramsay joined the EMU staff
in 1974 as a media assistant in
the Department of Foreign
Languages and Bilingual
Studies. Prior to that, she
taught Spanish, French and
English at Kendall College, the
College of the Pacific and Mary
Baldwin College. Also, she
taught Spanish at the junior
high school level.
Ramsav earned a bachelor's
degree in.1956 from the
Universitv of Missouri and a
master's degree from Indiana
University in 1957. She spent
three summers in Mexico and
one semester each in France

Patricia Ramsay

and Spain pursuing foreign
languages studies.
In addition, Ramsay was a
member of the planning
committee for the Instructional
Support Center at EMU during
the past two years and served as
the president of the board of
trustees of the First Unitarian
Church in Ann Arbor from
1976-78.
Her appointment is effective
immediately.

Him PUiiar auoolnlad
uroarammar ana1us1
Kim Pulter, former graduate
assistant in the EMU In
stitutional Research Office, ws
appointed programmer-analyst
in the University Planning
Office by the Board of Regents
at its regular monthly meeting
Aug. 20.
Pulter. 23, is filling a new
position created in July.
A native of Lansing, Pulter
earned an associate's degree
from Henry Ford Community
College in 1977 and a bachelor's
degree from Eastern in 1978.
Currently she is a graduate
student at EMU and expects to
earn her master's degree by
December 1980. She is a
resident of Ypsilanti.
At EMU, Pulter will assist in
the design and development of
systems tailored to meet the
needs of clients, develop test
(continued on page 6)

Linda Muth

moth aooolntad
accountant II

Linda Muth, a native of
Troy, Mo., was appointed
accountant II in the Accounting
Office by the EMU Board of
Regents at its regular monthly
meeting Aug. 20.
Muth, 24, replaces Iola Smith
as accountant II in charge of
Plant Funds. Smith was
promoted to supervisor of
general funds in the same of
fice.
A resident of Ypsilanti, Muth
earned her bachelor's degree in
business administration in 1977
from Central Missouri State
University. While at CMSU,
Muth maintained a perfect 4.0
grade point average in her
accounting major.
Muth worked as an ac
countant I in the accounting
department at the University of
Texas Medical Branch in
Galveston, Texas before coming
to EMU.
At EMU, Muth will perform
and direct performance of
various duties and maintain
accurate and complete records
within the assigned area of
responsibility.
Her appointment is effective
immediately.

Participants

Don Briggs, associate
professor of history, made two
presentations in April at the
regional conference of the New
England university and college
chapters of Phi Alpha Theta,
conducted at Boston College.
One presentation concerned
French naval policy toward
Italy from the time of the
Washington Naval Conference
of 1921-22 to the outbreak of
the World War II; the other
focused upon Anglo-French
Italian diplomatic activity
relating to the post-W. W.I
partitioning of the Turkish state
into allied spheres of influence
and control.

Dr. Donna M. Schmitt,
assistant professor of
educational leadership and
director of the Center for
Community Education, par
ticipated in the Adult Education
Coalition Conference held in
May in Kalamazoo.

Dr. Henry Aldridge, professor
of speech and dramatic arts,
presented a lecture titled
"Preserving Movie Palaces - The
Michigan Theater: A Case
Study" at the Michigan Theater
in May.
Kim Pulter
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It's a large, sun-filled room
with lots of plants and magazines
scattered about.
A small group of people are
seated at a large table in the
corner of the room, quiet in
concentration.
Yet, there's something different
about this group. If anything, a
wall poster seems to sum up the
situation well. Beneath two flying
seagulls is written. "They can
because they think they can."
It's a group of non-readers
with their tutors, adult non
readers who finally found the
courage to say, "I can't read."
These non-readers found help
through the EMU Reading
Academy, which offers individual
reading tutors to Washtenaw
Rena Soifer, director of the Read:ng Academy, talks with a tutor and a County residents.
The Reading Academy, in its
student, Ray K. Barstow, during a study session.
first year of operation, also helps
foreigners learn English as a
second language and stroke
victims recoup writing and
reading skills.
In addition to these services,
the academy offers counseling
services through the cooperation
of the Department of Guidance
and Counseling at EMU.
"A lot of the reasons many of
our students can't read is because
their self-concept is as low as it
can get. We've found that
reading skills and attitude
improve as self-concept
improves," Rena Soifer, the
academy's director, explained.
"Many of our American-born
students have graduated from
high school but realize that their
skills are inadequate," Soifer
added. In the last 10 years, there
has been a big push for the
Emo Honzaki, assistant directo::- of the Reading Academy. and an "right to read" in this country
academy �tudent, Jim Jones, Jr., review study materials in the because in today's society you
have to be literate to find a job,
academy's dassroom in Boone Hall.
she said.

In Westland
Fac111tu named tor Duer

The Board of Educatioo of the
Wayne-Westland Community
School District has voted to
name a new $8 million lifelong
learning facility in honor of Dr.
Timothy J. Dyer, superinlendent
of schools in Wayne Wes:land
and a member of the EMU
Board of Regents.
The board resolution, ,dopted
May 27, named the new facility

Frank J. Wawrzaszek, professor
of special e ducation, was
presented ?Vith a 1980
Distinguished Alumni Award by
the Alumn: Association of the
State University of New York at
Cortland during special
ceremonies held in May on the
Cortland campus. Wawrzaszek
earned a bachelor's degree from
the college in 1952. His work
has involved the teaching of
visually handicapped and
teacher training of special
education students.

Participants

Naomi Long Madgett,
professor of English, was
elected to the Michigan Council
for the Humanities.

the Timothy J. Dyer Educational
Social Service Center "in honor
of (Dyer's) professional
commitment to lifelong learning
and in recognition and gratitude
for his aggressive pursuits which
have brought this concept to a
physical reality: a center where
service can be delivered to
residents, pre- school through
senior citizen."

Aar1cu1tura1 land talks
slated tor seat. 1 1

The first of three lectu::-es
about agricultural land
preservation will be held on the
EMU campus Wednesda:1, Sept.
17.
The lecture, titled "The_ Cost
of Development in Rural Areas
as it Affects Local
Governments," will begin at 7: 1 5
p.m. in Room 300, Stron 5
Building. The one-hour lecture
will be followed by a
question/answer period. It is free
and open to the public.
The lecture, to be presented by
Lawrence B. Burrows, will
emphasize the methods of
analyzing the cost of growth to
local governments, as we!. as
address the issues surrounding
the accommodation of urban
growth and the approaches to
sequential growth.
Burrows is involved with
market analysis, development
and land use programmins and
financial feasibility in his current
position with Mason Hirsr, Inc.,
a development, brokerage and

planning firm in Annadale, Va.
Burrows is the author of
"Growth Management: Issues,
Techniques and Policy
Implications" and is an adjunct
professor in urban planning at
George Washington University.
He earned a bachelor's degree
from Rutgers University and a
master's degree from the
University of Pennsylvania.
This lecture, as well as two
others to be announced later this
fall, are sponsored through a
grant awarded to EMU by the
S&H Foundation Lectureship
Program of the Sperry and
Hutchinson Co.
Professor Robert Ward is the
coordinator of the lecture series.
The series is supported locally by
the EMU Institute of
Community and Regional
Development, the EMU Office of
Continuing Education, the
Washtenaw County Cooperative
Extension Service and the
Washtenaw County Committee
on Rural Land Use.

"Many of our students have
been pushed out of the
educational system or have
separated themselves, " she stated.
Soifer related two examples.
One student in the academy had
"acted-up" in the second grade
and was told to sit in the corner
and labeled "stupid." This label
stuck and was reinforced at
home-gradually the student
withdrew. Now that man
is learning how to
read and write at the academy,
Soifer remarked with enthusiasm
and pride.
Another academy student
hated high school and was doing
poorly. His parents brought him
to the academy where he began
to read for enjoyment and soon
had his whole family reading
more.
"It's almost like magic to
watch these students learn, "
Soifer said. She adheres to the
theory that poeple learn to read
by reading if the environment is
favorable. "We pace learning to
a student's speed and believe th:it
if students have equal
opportunity they can learn at
their level," she noted.
Basically, reading at the
academy is taught by a tutor
writing down a student's own
verbal stories, and then
practicing reading those stories
aloud and using them for
spelling exercises. Later, a
student begins to write their own
stories and to read books.
Students meet with volunteer
tutors twice a week for one hour
at one of three sites: the
Washtenaw County Jail, the
north campus of the University
of Michigan, or at the EMU
Reading Academy in Boone
Hall.

Tutors, who are volunteers
from the EMU campus and
community, receive a 10 hour
training session and then are
matched with a student. Most
students meet with a tutor for
about six months, but there is
time limit.
In addition to individual
tutoring, the academy offers
group tutoring, particularly for
foreign students who wish to
learn conversational English, or
for special need groups such as a
group just beginning for low
income mothers.
There is no cost to be a
student in the program.
Not only is it a positive
experience for students, but the
tutors benefit as well, Soifer said.
"The students teach us so much
about being human," she
emphasized.
Soifer is assisted by a
dedicated and enthusiastic staff
including Emo Honzaki, the
assistant director; Vida
Hemmati, the academy's
secretary; and Bob Smith, a
volunteer.
For more information about
becoming either a tutor or a
student, call Rena Soifer at the
EMU Reading Academy at 4870040.

Dick oraaoru to kick-on
camous Liie sneaker series

Human rights activist Dick
Gregory will open the Campus
Life 1980-81 Speaker's Series
Monday, Sept. 22 at 8 p.m. in
Pease Auditorium.
Gregory, a successful
comedian in the 1 960s, has
gained nationwide recognit.ion as
a human rights activist and
social satirist. Through speaking
engagements, demonstrations
and periods of fasting, he has
sought support for change on
prominent social issues such as
the anti-nuclear movement, civil
rights, world hunger and
American Indian rights.
As a result of his protest
activities, Gregory has been
imprisoned twice. During both
periods of confinement, the
entertainer fasted and received
national press coverage for his
cause. In 1 974, Gregory made an
800 mile run from Chicago to
Washington, D.C., to call
attention to the problem of
world hunger.
Gregory is a well established
recording artist with many
albums to his credit. Among
these are: "Dick Gregory Alive at
the Village Gate" and "Dick
Gregory Caught in the Act."
Also, he has written nine books,
including his autobiography
titled "Nigger."
In addition, Gregory has
received the honorary Doctor of
Humane Letters degree from
Malcolm X University in
Chicago and Rust College in
Mississippi, and the Doctor of
Laws degree from Lincoln
University in Pennsylvania.
Admission to Gregory's lecture

is $1.50 for EMU students and
senior citizens, and $2 for
general admission. Tickets are
available at the EMU Office of
Campus Life, 1 17 Goodison
Hall, and at Carty's Music, IOI
N. Washington in Ypsilanti.
Full series tickets for all six of
the Speaker's Series
presentations are also available.
They are $7.50 for students and
senior citizens, and $ 1 0 for
general admission.
The Pease Auditorium box
office will open at 7 p.m. the
evening of Gregory's
presentation. For further
information, call 487-3045.

Dick Gregory
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'We will cast our own shadow.' Porter tells
I welcome you to this special
convocation at the beginning of
the 1980-8 1 academic year. I
believe it appropriate for the
President to address the faculty
and staff before the University
community becomes too deeply
involved in another collegiate
year.
In my address last year, I
indicated that we ought not
dwell on the problems we face,
but concentrate on the potential
we possess. That potential has
been realized by a number of
University-wide successes, such
as our fifth consecutive National
Forensics Championship, the
Michigan Press Association
Sweepstakes Award to the
Eastern Echo, the Mid-American
Conference Championship in
swimming and other successes
too numef ous to highlight at this
time as I want to focus primarily
upon our academic pursuits and
successJ.
All ot the major initiatives that
we established at the start of the
1979-80 academic year have been
achieved.
-Our enrollment, the means
by which 96 percent of our
revenue is generated, was up.
-Faculty positions not only
stabilized but were increased
slightly for the first time in years.
-A new College of
Technology was established.
-An important facility in our
Master Campus Plan, the
Recreational/ Intramural Build
ing, was approved and, as of
today, is under construction.
-All Vice-Presidential and
Dean positions have been filled
for the first time in several years.
-A plan for seeking
additional funds from the private
sector for an expanded
Departmental Scholarship
Endowment and one-time capital
needs has been developed.
-Six employee contracts were
signed without prolonged
negotiations.
-The Agency for Internation
al Development has approved
$30 million in international
project funds to help establish a
Yemen teacher force and related

educational activities.
When I stood before you at
this time last year, I did not
envision the variety of activities
that are a part of our University,
nor could I have anticipated all
of the year's developments which
are now a part of the
institution's historical record.
Above all, l could not
appreciate at his time last year
the rather extraordinary
achievements that would be
made during my first year as
President. By any yardstick,
1 979-80 was a banner year for
EMU, and I am indebted to each
of you and other members of the
faculty, to the staff and to our
students for the support which
we have received.
I am all the more proud of
these accomplishments because
they have come at a time of
major retrenchment throughout
much of higher education. For
these reasons, l see this record of
progress as being quite
significant and sincerely hope
that it is an accurate barometer
of the University's future vitality
and development.
Progress Toward
Last Year's Goals
In my address to you last year,
I suggested that no additional
studies were necessary to arrive
at an appropriate mission for the
University, instead we should
focus on its long-established
mission as an institution of
academic quality, uniqueness and
opportunity. l also requested
your assistance in assuming more
responsibility for student
recruitment, promoting academic
excellence, strengthening EMU's
image, developing a greater sense
of community and stimulating
program development.
In each of these areas, there
has been notable progress.
Rather than to have spent
additional time in quest of a
mission, it has been refreshing
during the past year to have
focused exclusively on
developing distinctive academic
programs of superior quality for
the many diverse constituencies

President Porter and Provost Tony Evans glance at the speech.

of the University. That is a
mission worthy of this institution
and a task sufficiently
challenging for each of us for the
decade of the eighties.
I am pleased that more of the
academic departments have
become active in our effort to
attract more first-time freshmen
to EMU. Our Project 2550 has
been designed to help Eastern
attract a larger share of the first
time student market.
Until last year when 2,035 new

"I am convinced that
better marketing of our
institution is imperative,
and part of that marketing
requires each of us to be
proud of our University."
freshmen enrolled, we had been
declining in the number of new
freshmen each year since 1974,
while our competition has been
expanding its share of the
market. Central, with 16,000
students, enrolled 3,280 new
freshmen last year; Ferris State,
with 10,000 students, enrolled
2,919 freshmen; Northern
enrolled 2,344 out of 9,000; and
Western, with 20,000 students
attracted 3, 190.
That's why our goal calls for
an increase in our share of the
market to 2,550 new freshmen
each year. We will accomplish
this goal through greater
geographical representation, a
higher proportion of merit
scholars and greater numbers of
students with a clearer idea of
"why college."
We need to mobilize fully all
academic departments and
acquire your continuous support
in this enduring effort. The
declining number of college-age
youth means that we must
multiply our efforts to compete
successfully in the market
place-unless we are willing to
see our enrollment sag badly and
are willing to change completely
the academic life styles to which
we have become accustomed in
1979-80.
I am convinced that better
marketing of our institution is
imperative, and part of that
marketing requires each of us to
be proud of our University.
However, our ultimate success
will be determined by the quality
of our academic programs and
the reputation which they enjoy
throughout the state and nation.
That is why I seek your
assistance again this year in
achieving the degree of academic
excellence by which every
attractive and viable university is
known.
You will see from my remarks
later in this address that our
programs are maturing and are
causing both our friends and our
detractors alike to take notice.
Everywhere I go, people inquire
about an awakening that they
perceive to be taking place at
EMU. They will join with a
winner and I extend to each of
you my gratitude for the positive
contribution that the faculty is
making in this regard.
I trust that you have been as
pleased with the improved sense
of community throughout the
University as I have been. I
detect a growing sense of
partnership among all segments
of the University population. I
hope that there is greater
individual and institutional pride
as well. I am elated that
management-labor relations seem
to have improved measurably
during the past year.
We have all worked hard to
create a more healthy climate of
cooperation and participation.

The amicable contract
negotiations and the resulting
agreements during the last few
months are manifestations of the
kind of attitude that we need to
maintain indefinitely. Again, I
thank each of you for your role
in building a better "esprit de
corps" at EMU. This spirit is
vital to our continued success.
We have utilized numerous
search committees this year in
filling key vacancies, and in each
instance there has been a general
consensus on the preferred
candidates. Every major position
that we have filled at the
University during the past year
has been filled with persons
identified by search committees
as being among the most highly
qualified candidates. You have
shown me that shared university
governance does work, and in
this case has worked superbly.
The general progress and
development which have
occurred in the various colleges
and related divisional offices has
pleased me immensely, and I
believe that you too will be
impressed with the extent of this
activity. Permit me to summarize
some of these activities and
accomplishments.
College of Arts and Sciences
In the College of Arts and
Sciences, headed by Dean
Donald Drummond, some of last
year's leading highlights
included:
I. The Forensics Team, a co
curricular activity of the
Department of Speech and
Dramatic Arts, won its fifth
consecutive national champion
ship, a feat that no other
university in America can claim.
2. The college provided
leadership for the creation of the
new Fine Arts Center, an area
which will include the new
Alexander Music Building, Quirk
Theater, and parts of Sill Hall.
Special landscaping will add
greatly to the beauty of what we
believe will be one of the best
fine arts complexes in the
nation with the completion of
the Music Building and the
expansion of Quirk Theater, for
which we hope to launch our
first capital campaign.
3. The Political Science
Department inaugurated an
exciting new master's degree in
public administration designed to
provide trained personnel for the
smaller cities, townships and
other units of local government.
4. The English Department
developed a program for
providing Writing Assistance
Teams to selected high schools to
improve the instructional skills
of the teachers and the writing
abilities of students.
5. With its new English as a
Second Language and Language
and International Trade
programs, the Department of
Foreign Languages and Bilingual

President Porter on his way to
deliver his second "State of the
University" speech.

its strong record of scholarly and
creative activity, receiving the
lion's share of sabbatical leaves
and other competitive academic
awards offered by the University.
College of Education
Under the mature, aggressive
leadership of Dean Scott
Westerman, the College of
Education has completed a year
that has been transitional in
several ways. It has experienced
a change in administrative
leadership but has also
undertaken a major re
examination of its purpose,
academic programs and
educational services. I have
pledged my support to the
college for attaining a level of
preeminence.
Throughout the year we have
evaluated ways to improve the
preparation of teachers and to
expand services to approximately
50,000 teachers in southeastern
Michigan who both need and
want help in adjusting to new
conditions in the schools and in
responding to the changing needs
of students. In my opinion,
meeting these needs is one of the
most formidable challenges
facing this University, the state
and the entire nation.
Other accomplishments in the
College of Education during

"With the stresses of declining state revenues, tax cut
proposals and increasing competition for students, now is
the time for 'bold experimentation,' for strengthening our
position of quality, for extending our avenues of
opportunity."
Studies increased its student
credit hour production in 197980 by a hard-to-believe 27
percent and has demonstrated
the value of new program
development.
6. The new Historic
Preservation program in the
Geography and Geology
Department far exceeded our
expectations by attracting large
enrollments of students from
throughout the nation.
7. The faculty in the College
of Arts and Sciences continued

1979-80 include the following:
I. It has developed plans for
the creation of a national Center
on Teaching and Learning as the
vehicle for revitalizing the
programs, methodologies and
services of the college. We are
now seeking external funds for
this center.
2. As a part of this new
emphasis, the college has merged
the Social Foundations Program
with the Department of
Curriculum and Instruction and
changed its name to the
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Department of Teacher
Education.
3. Through a revival of the
Council of Teacher Education,
we have attempted to secure
much-needed coordination of the
teacher education efforts in the
various academic departments.
4. The college has improved
rather significantly its outreach
to school districts. During the
year, it reached agreements with
two pilot school districts, Ecorse
and Westwood, to provide
faculty teams to help teachers
improve students' academic
achievement.
5. The college is working with
another 20 school districts to
identify and address professional
development needs.
6. In addition, the college
developed new program
standards for student teaching,
established a new Bilingual
Vocational Education program
and initiated a Reading
Practicum.

College of Human Services
The College of Human
Services and its various
departments and programs
continued to prosper during the
past academic year. The selection
of a new dean for the college was
accomplished without a loss of
program or administrative
continuity, for which we are all
grateful. We are fortunate to have
attracted such a strong new dean
in Dr. Peter Dual, formerly of
the University of Michigan.

A light moment in the address . . .
had an excellent year under the
able leadership of Acting Dean
Robert McCoy. We are indebted
to the entire college for having
worked so cooperatively during
the past two years while we were
searching for a new Dean.

"I am confident that with the full support of faculty,
staff and students our newest college will become a
showpiece for the entire state in filling the void between the
technician of the community college and the engineer of
the graduate university."
Major achievements in the
College of Human Services
included the following:
I . The college introduced one
new program, Health
Communications. This is an
interdisciplinary program with
the Speech and English
Departments primarily utilizing
existing courses to train
individuals as communications
specialists for hospitals, health
associations and other health
agencies. The graduates of this
program will function in public
relations and as liaison personnel
with the media and as internal
communicators within the health
organizations themselves.
2. The highlight of the year
was the reaffirmation of the
college's high quality programs
by specialty accreditation
agencies. Four programs Nursing, Occupational Therapy,
Social Work and Dietetics received the full endorsement of
their respective accrediting
agencies. The decision of the
accrediting agency for a fifth
program, Home Economics, is
still pending, but we are
confident that this program also
will be approved for
accreditation. Rarely have we
had such testimony to the
quality of our academic
programs.
3. Our Nursing students
continued to excel in their
performance on the Michigan
licensing exam, with one student
finishing the highest in the state
in the Psychiatric portion of the
exam. For several years in a row,
one of our students has had the
highest test score in the state on
at least one portion of the exam.
4. Enrollment in our
relatively new Health Adminis
tration Program was twice as
large as we had expected it to be
at this time.
College of Business
The College of Business also

Fortunately, with the arrival of
Dean Kent Kerby we are in a
good position to continue the
growth and development which
have characterized this college in
recent years.
Much effort was expended
during 'the past year on
completing the self-study report
for the college's reaccreditation
during the coming year. Those of
you have been involved in such
activities know of their difficulty
and importance.
Student enrollment in the
College of Business was strong
throughout the year at both the
undergraduate and graduate
levels.
College of Technology
Yes, we do have a College of
Technology and a full-time Dean
in Dr. Alvin Rudisill of Northern
Iowa University. The College of
Technology has begun with three
existing departments: the
Department of Industrial
Technology, the Department of
Industrial Education and the
Department of Military Science.
I am confident that with the full
support of faculty, staff and
students our newest College will
become a showpiece for the
entire state in filling the void
between the technician of the
community college and the
engineer of the graduate
university. We have been
gratified by the broad support
for this new college, epitomized
by the July I editorial in The
Ann Arbor News which praised
EMU's foresight in establishing
the new college at a time when
other Michigan universities are
preoccupied with ways to cut size
and costs.
Graduate School
Dean Gary Keller's strong
leadership of the Graduate
School also has produced
impressive results.
1. The Graduate School has

had general administrative
responsibility fnr the North
Central Self-Stuc.y process.,
which oos been ]lrogressini
satisfact.o:ily.
2. Vile havt transferred
responsfbility fm student
recruitment ;,.t t::ie graduate lc.-e!
to the C-raduate School. As a
consequence, t:i.:::: Graduate
Schoo: ;;taff hc.s ·,een actiY<: in
produci,g recrui1ment materials
and in developing additional
recruitment :1c:ivities.
3. Jrant activities, whi.::h .1re
now adm:ni&tered through th.e
Gradu,ue Schc c·l. experienced
unusual succesa h.st year. Grant
award� 10 E\1 U increased fro:n
$2.3 niilion in 1 978-79 to :nc-e
than $7 million in 1979-80.
4. 1/ili�h Graduate Schc, ol
support and advice, a new
Graduue Student Association
was es:c.blished which will hd4,
with tht development of va!Uc.b:e
socia'. nd cult.iral activitits k>r

current s:udents anc. .a Cle
recruitment of new student�.
5. As part of its �3ec.rcn
incentiV:: program for faculty
members, the Graduat:::: Sctool
created the new Graduate
Researc:1 Assistants Fanti and
also de\.cloped a ne,.,, prcgr:am tc
provide additional gradu.1te
assistan-ships by utili:!:ng Colleg<
Work S1udy funds.
6. ��i:nority graduate
assistantships were inc-easej
from 10 10 14.
7. 1llie Graduate S, ;hoo
providei the leadership f:>r
securing Board of Re3::::ms'
approval to develop th.rec rew
doctora: proposals.
Continuing Education
Our activities in Cc nti11u.ng
Educatio:i also have progressed
well uncer Dean Ge:>:ge
Melican. Our non-cre::fit
prograrr.s and confercr:.ces have
increasd from 10 in 197"'-78 to
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98 last year, with the number of
participants in these activities
increasing from 450 persons to
8,324 during the same period.
During the present year, we
expect to increase the number of
programs to 125 and involve
some 1 2,000 people. We have
improved our International
Studies Program and have seen
our 2 + 2 Program with Jackson
Community College reach a new
level of maturity.
Summary of 1979-80
I am certain that you will
agree that the 1979-80 academic
year was an exceptional year in
terms of the accomplishments of
each of the five divisions academic affairs, administration,
business and finance, student
affairs and university relations.
Impressive activity and
achievement has been recorded
throughout the University. The
question, of course, is whether or
not we can continue this record
of progress into 1980-8 1.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt
once told another university
audience that "The country needs
and, unless I mistake its temper,
the country demands bold,
persistent experimentation. It is
common sense to take a method
and try it. If it fails, admit it
frankly and try another. But
above all, try something."
Roosevelt was talking about
the needs and demands created
by the Great Depression but his
words are very appropriate to us
today. With the stresses of
declining state revenues, tax cut
proposals and increasing
competition for students, now is
the time for "bold
experimentation," for strengthen
ing our position of quality, for
extending our avenues of
opportunity.
Plans for 1980-81
In this view, I shall attempt to
highlight for you a few of the
more important activities that
are scheduled for the current
academic year.
1. Project 12,000 - The most
pressing internal problem that we
face at this time is establishing a
campus atmosphere that is
conducive to increasing the
retention of our upper class
undergraduate students. All of
the efforts to attract 2,550 first
time freshmen will be less than
satisfactory if we do not
immediately establish a
relationship between our
retention data and our holding
environment. The hoped for
12,000 returning undergraduates
need to feel a sense of
University. For these reasons, we
will be initiating in 1980-81 this
second phase of our continuing
effort to reach out and be
responsive.
2. Campus Master Planning
-It will challenge all of us to
reach and maintain 2,550 first
time freshmen, 1 2,000 returning
undergraduates and transfers and
5,500 graduate students. One
important aspect of this effort
will be to place more emphasis
upon the quality of our Colleges
c1nd to emphasize our
distinctiveness in the Arts,
Business, Education, Health, the
Sciences and Technology. In this
regard, we will be initiating a
long range campus master
planning program in 1980-81
that will relate the major
divisions, colleges and services of
the University to building
utilization and allocation.

3. North Central Association
Reaccreditation - Perhaps the

most important academic event
of the year will be the five-year
reaccreditation visit by the
(continue_d on page 6)
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North Central Association in
March 1981. This evaluation will
focus primarily on the academic
health of the University. In
preparing our Self-Study Report,
we have attempted to involve
every segment of the University.
We have emphasized that the
preparation of the Self-Study
was itself an evaluation process
which has helped each unit of
the University assess its strengths
and weaknesses. We are counting
on continued faculty assistance
to malc:e this year's
reaccreditation strong and
positive.
4. College of Business Re
accreditation - The College of
Business also will be evaluated
for reaccreditation this year. We
expect the reaccreditation visit to
occur during November or
December. For the first time we
are seeking accreditation of our
graduate program in business.
Since only 22 percent of all
Graduate Business Schools in the
United States are accredited, we
are applying for membership to
an elite group of universities.
5. College of Technology With the employment of Dr.
Rudisill, we are now ready to
intensify our efforts in
developing one of the most
outstanding technology programs
in the Midwest. Much of the
developmental effort needed to
implement selected new
programs within a proposed new
Department of Interdisciplinary
Technology is expected to be
completed during this academic
year. Preliminary surveys already
conducted in Michigan have
identified potential program
areas where in-depth personnel
need studies will be made.
Advisory committees consisting
of university and industry
personnel will be formed to help
conduct additional need
assessments, develop program
proposals, and promote new
program areas. Faculty
involvement from throughout the
University will be required as
these new interdisciplinary
program areas are planned and
developed.
6. Dedication of New Music
Building - One of the expected
highlights of the year will be the
October 18th dedication and
subsequent opening of the new
Music Building. When completed
in the next two or three months,
it will be the finest music facility
in Michigan, if not in the
Midwest. It will complement our
strong fine arts programs at
EMU and enable us to achieve a
level of eminence for our
comprehensive Arts Complex not
known before at Eastern.
7. New Program Develop
ment - Our hope is that tne
current year will be another
banner year for new academic
programs in response to the
changing conditions of our
society and the needs of the
constituencies that we serve. I
have already mentioned the
programmatic thrusts within the
new College of Technology. But
there are many more plans.
(A)-We expect to
complete by January 1981 three
proposals for new doctoral
programs in clinical psychology,
school psychology and
educational leadership.
(B)-In the College of
Education, we will be exploring
the development of new master's
degree programs for teachers of
adult learners, graduate reading
and counselor education.
(C)-The College of Arts
and Sciences will be developing
four new programs in
Development, Trade and
Planning; Public Relations;

Business German; and Graphic
Arts.
(D)-The College of
Human Services will be
developing a new Mental Health
Specialty in Social Work. It will
also explore the feasibility of
establishing a new and
comprehensive undergraduate
Public Health major with an
interdisciplinary orientation.
Such a program would be the
first in Michigan and would train
entry level personnel for many
new health programs.
(E)-We anticipate that
our Continuing Education
Program will reach many new
traditional and nontraditional
students, including women,
minorities and senior citizens.

Conclusion
With your participation and
support, 1980-81 will be another
outstanding year. We have much
momentum at this time, and the
spirit of cooperation is
unmatched. Above all, the entire
University community is
beginning to think develop
mentally. Eastern's future lies in
rejecting a maintenance
mentality and in embracing a
developmental philosophy of
action. This is a time for
advancement of quality not
retrenchment in programming
and services.
In his first Inaugural Address
in 1933, President Roosevelt
said, "The only thing we have to
fear is fear itself."
I do not mean to imply by my
previous discussion that this will
not be a difficult year. Rather, it
will be a most challenging year.
We face a continuous decline in
state revenue. We face a serious
challenge from the Tisch Tax
Proposal. We face increasingly
stiff competition for students, for
even though we are fully enrolled
this fall with our residence halls
filled beyond capacity, the
student pool will continue to
shrink. However . . .
-We need not fear a negative
response from Lansing as long as
state officials can continue to
witness our commitment and
viability.
-We need not fear the tax cut
proposals. Rather we must go
forth to debate their weaknesses
and their impact on higher
education and convince the
citizens of Michigan of their
detrimental effects.
-We need not fear our
competition in the marketplace
as long as we continue to offer
programs of quality, uniqueness
and opportunity.
I believe our progress during
the past year has proved to
ourselves and to our publics that
we have the quality to compete
in any academic arena, that what
we must do is strive to be the
very best at whatever we pursue.
As we strive for that goal, we
will discover we have cast our
own shadow in the fields where
we excel.
Thank you for your attention
and much success this year.

Pulter
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data for use on new systems and
design input/output document
reports and forms. Also, she
will review programming
techniques and systems design
with other computer staff,
modify existing programs and
studies for suggestions in
problem solving and train and
supervise new programmers and
student assistants.
Her appointment is effective
immediately.

Ooeninus

The Personnel Office
announces the following
vacancies:
Clerical/ Secretarial
CS-02 - $333. 78 - Cashier University Health Services
CS-02 - $333. 78 - 50 percent
FfE - Cashier - University
Health Services
CS-03 - $355.60 - Account
Clerk - Student Accounting
CS-03 - $355.60 - Clerk/Typist
- Academic Records and Teacher
Certification
CS-03 - $355.60 - Secretary Institute for the Study of
Children and Families
CS-05 - $424.93 - Sr. Graduate
Admissions Clerk - Graduate
School
CS-05 - $424.94 - SR.
Secretary - Educational
Leadership (80 wpm typing
required and ability to use
dictaphone equipment desirable).
Final date for acceptance of
internal applicants for the above
positions is Sept. 23, 1980.

Administrative/ Profe!>Sional/
Technical
AP-09 - $759.82 - $1,020.79 Assistant Dean, Graduate School
- Graduate School
Deadline date: Oct. 15, 1980
AP-09 - $759.82 - $1,020.79 Campus Training Coordinator
(Yemen Project) - Office of
International Projects

GER
How To Find

Need information on
ecology. the energy crisis, witch
craft, inflation or bilingual
education? Free study guides on
various topics have been
prepared by the library staff to
assist research in these and some
75-80 other specific subjects.
These how-to-find-informa
tion-on pamphlets are not bibli
ographies, but rather outlines of
where to find resource materials
in the University Library. These
sources may include, for
example, introductory books
giving a general outline of the
topic, bibliographies on the
subject, subjects under which one
may look in the card catalog in
order to find specific materials, a
list of selected periodical articles,
other periodical indexes and
their locations in one of the
library's four divisions,
newspaper materials and
government document sources.
In addition, the study guides
help the patron locate films,
phonorecords and tapes and
filmstrips. Other less familiar
sources of information include
access to pamphlets, theses and
dissertations, reports, data base
searches and the OCLC terminal.
The library staff carries on a
continuous revision rogram of
updating these study guides as
well as providing new ones to
meet more recent demands.
Some of the newer guides
include information on the
visually impaired, the speech and
language impaired, adult
education, the Bermuda Triangle,
the emotionally impaired, open
education, and Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome.
These guides are available at
the Library Assistance Center
(Information Desk) in the Lobby
of the Center of Educational
Resources (University Library).
Information or suggestions about
future guides may also be
obtained by calling 487-0490
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

Information On . . .

Deadline date: Oct. 15, 1980
Internal applicants for the
above Administrative/ Profes
sional/Technical positions should
submit a Promotional Openings
Application Form to the
department in which the vacancy
exists.
An Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer and
Educational Institution

Planning
carear

&

Particioants

Geology and Geography
Department Professor Elwood
Kureth and Associate Professor
Carl Ojala presented the paper
"International E nergy Ex
change: The Case of the
Michigan-Ontario Border" at
the national meeting of the
Association of American
Geographers held in April in
Louisville, Ky.

Placement

420 w. Forest

A� this time of year, we ha�e a great number of students using the
services of the Center. There 1s often confusion about who is eligible
for services and what the fees may be. In order to clear up those
ambiguities, the following policies govern the use of the Career
Planning and Placement Center:
Service Eligibility

Undergrads
All currently enrolled
students are eligible

Graduate Students
All currently enrolled
students are eligible

Undergrads
No user fees for
currently enrolled
students

Graduate Students
No user fees for
currently enrolled
students

$10 fee to subscribe
to the Career
Locator. Office
copies available for
office use.

No fees for seniors to
send credentials

Fees

$10 fee to subscribe
to the Career
Locator. Office
copies available for
office use.

Alumni
All graduates are
eligible
Alumni
$15 registration fee
for full services
$10 fee to subscribe
to the Career
Locator. Office
copies available for
office use.

No credential fee to
$1.50 fee for each set
matriculated stu
of credentials sent
dents. $1.50 fee per
(first six (6) sets free
credential set for
with $15 registration
non-matriculated
fee).
students who are not
registered at least
one semester in the
year
After a student graduates, he or she will continue to receive free
services until Aug. 30 of the year that student graduates. Beyond that
date, the person advances to alumni status.

This distinguished looking fellow caught the eye of our roving
photographer. Dick Schwarze shot this photo using a Nikon with a
500mm zoom lens. Tri-X ASA 400 film was exposed at l/125th of a
s�cond at f8.
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OU Defense
90
WSB
LT
62
NG
75
70
RT
91
SSB
WLB 30
33
SLB
13
SC
15
WC
38
SS
11
FS

EMU Offense
TE
80 Greg David (6-1,205,Sr.)
RT
66 John Balhorn (6-3,254,Jr.)
RC
60 Percy Stamps (6-l l/2 , 243,Jr.)
C
69 Manny Rodriguez (6-ll/2 ,234,Sr.)
LG
61 Jerry Carmack (6-3,231,Jr.)
LT
62 Mike Williams (6-31/2 ,255,Sr.)
23 Jeff Dackin (6-2,190,Jr.)
SE
QB
9 Scott Davis (6-4,204,Jr.)
13 Albert Williams (5-61/2 , 181,Sr.)
HB
HB
6 Steve Knudson (6-0,193,Sr.)
FB
35 Tom Wing (6-2,218,Jr.)

7

Saturday Football: EMU vs. Ohio University

OU Offense
· 88
LE
LT
66
LG
68
51
C
71
RC
76
RT
TE
84
14
QB
FB
34
RB
29
27
FL

EMU Defense
LOLB 41 Ken Banks ( 6 -4,203,S,.)
°
f}'P
�� . Mike Plungis (6-3 Y2 ,242,Sr.}
NG
51 Mike Hawks (5-11,206,So.)
RT
92 Mike Jones (6-1,225,So.)
ROLB 43 . Dan Atkinson (5-11 1/2 ,216,So.)
RLB
38 Dan Prueter (6-1,211,Sr.)
LLB
44 Don Ishmael (6-21/2 , 225,Sr.)
LCB
7 Ken Miller (6-0,182,Sr.)
RCB
12 Dave Smilo (6-1 1/2 , l 86,Sr.)
FS
39 Edwin Poole (6-2,185,Fr.)
SS
49 Brian Cotton (6-2,199,Sr.)

Neal Seymour (6-2,207,Sr.)
Jeff Bramley (6-5, 231,Sr .)
Greg Byrne (6-3,240,Jr.)
Henry Jontony (6-3,259,Sr.)
Dane Littleton (6-3,206,Jr.)
John Gamble (5-11,206,Sr.)
Frank Komar (6-1,200,Jr.)
Jeff Welch (5-11,180,Fr.)
Curtis Talifaerro (6-0,180,Fr .)
Tom Nyhan (5-11,190,Jr.)
Vincent Short (5-10,187,Sr.)

Ed Washington (6-3,185,Fr.)
Mark Herzick (6-5,228,Sr.)
Greg Puthoff (6-2,239,Jr.)
Don Puthoff (6-3,230,Sr.)
Terry Cooper (6- l ,231,Sr.)
Ray Bloch (6-7,261,Sr.)
Shawn Silcott (6-1,208,Jr.)
Sammy Shon (5-10,161 ,Jr.)
Todd Yoho (5-11 , 1 94,Jr.)
Tony Carifa (5-10,177,Sr.)
Sherman McBride (5-9,169,Fr.)
or
19 Lance Pickens (6-0, 183,Fr .)
EMU-OU Game Facts: Kickoff Time - 7:30 p.m., Rynearson Stadium, Ypsilanti, Michigan; Special Event:
Business and Industry Night; Radio Coverage: Broadcast on the Huron Sports Network (John Fountain and
Paul Shoults), WEMU-FM (89.1 mhz) and WPAG-FM (107.1 mhz).

Football
Sept. 13 at Bowling Green

Mid-American Conference Standings
w L w
Team
2
2
0
Central Michigan
2
I
0
Western Michigan
1
I
1
Eastern Michigan
I
1
1
Ball State
1
0
1
Northern Illinois
0
0
1
Miami
0
1
0
Bowling Green
0
0
0
Ohio U.
0
0
0
Toledo
0
0
0
Kent State

W, 18-16

EMU Statistics
two-games
Rushing
TC
Name
Gain Loss
Williams
26
126
12
40
Wing
I
15
17
Clark
4
0
75
47
EMU Total
238
Opp Total
109
578
67
Passing
Int
Name
COMP ATT
47
Davis
21
3
EMU Total
22
54
3
Opp Total
17
38
2
Receivin&
Name
Rec.
Yds
Ave
Williams
7
68
9.7
David
6
77
12.8
Dackin
4
59 14.8
EMU Total
271
22
12.3
Opp Total
17
208 12.2
Tackles
Name
Ishmael
Banks
Cotton
Prueter
Hawks

Net
114
39
17
191
511
Yds
258
271
208

Asst
6
4
6
2
3

Loss
1-1
1-3
1-1
3-27
3-20

L
0
0
1
1
I
I
2
I
I
I

Field Hockeu
Sept 12 Northern Michigan
Sept 13 Indiana State

L,3-0
L, 10-1

Cross countru
Sept 13 at Northern Illinois

Solo
14
12
9
12
6

Uoneuball

Total
20
16
15
14
9

W, 25-30

m s

cross countru
Sept 13 at Central Michigan
I. Ohio State
2. EMU

34
43
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EMU junior quarterback Scott Davis gets set to hand the ball off in the
win over Bowling Green last Saturday. Davis connected on 13 of 27
passes for 211 yards and two touchdowns in the 18-16 win. EMU will
host Ohio U. Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in Rynearson Stadium.

soccer team laces 11rst season

After nine years as a club
sport, soccer will become a
varsity sport this fall and firstyear head coach Phil Ancheril
has plenty of question marks for
the first season.
Ancheril, a former EMU
trackman and member of the
club soccer team, hopes his team
can be competitive in its first
year and hopefully will win at
least half of their games.
"We're playing teams that are
tough because most of them have
had varsity squads for quite a
while so it will be hard to win
many games," Ancheril said. "I
hope our players will be in shape
when they come back because we
don't have a lot of time for
conditioning. We open the
season Sept. 17 against Michigan
State so we need to be in top
shape."
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Ancheril expects his first
season to be one of
experimentation and wants to
build a solid base on which the
soccer program can build itself
into a top-notch squad.
"One of the things we'll need
badly the first year is a good
goalie," Ancheril added. "A good
goalie can carry a team for
awhile and will help the team
come along slowly. That's one of
the definite areas we need to fill
in early tryouts."
Counted on to form the
nucleus of this fall's team will be
a pair of players off last season's
club. Bjorn Saljemar was tlie
most valuable player on last
year's club squad as a freshman
and will team with Pablo Goich
to give Ancheril some experience. Saljemar was also a
varsity tennis player for the

Hurons last spring.
Ancheril will count on an
extensive tryout program early in
the fall to fill out the remainder
of his team for the first season.
Eastern will open its season
with two home games. Michigan
State will supply the opposition
in the first game Sept. 17 at 3:30
p.m. on the soccer field next to
the EMU Baseball Stadium on
Huron River Drive.
Wright State will face off
against the Hurons Sept. 20 at
11 a.m. on the EMU field and
then the team takes to the road
for a game Sept. 24 against
Central Michigan.
Eastern will play a 13-game
schedule this season, closing on
the road at Western Michigan
Nov. 5.
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ENERGY AND THE WAY WE LIVE - Tuesday, Sept. 16, 7:30 p.m. "Can America, the Saudi Arabia of Coal, Dig Its Way Out of the Energy
Crisis?"
HORIZONS - Wednesday, Sept. 17, 7:30 p.m. - "Sexism on the Screen."
Producer Iris Mann explores the issue of the current portrayals of women
1n the media.
MARKETPLACE - Thursday, Sept. 18, 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. - A probe
into the nutritional value of hot dogs.
BIG BAND SPECTACULAR - Saturday, Sept. 20, 8-11 a.m. - Louis
Bellson.
IT SOUNDED LIKE THIS - Saturday, Sept. 20, 11 a.m. - "Special Stuff
You Seldom Heard," innovation by Stan Kenton.
NEW DIRECTIONS - Sunday, Sept. 21, 11 p.m. - Charles Mingus.
NUESTRO MUNDO HlSPANO - Monday, Sept. 22, 7 p.m. - Dr.
Rafael Alcala, director of SER, shares his experiences in the Spanish
Community of Detroit.

Program Highlights Sept. 16-22

YPSILANTI HIGH FOOTBALL - Friday, Sept. 19, 7:15 p.m. - The
Braves play Mt. Clemens at home. The Tom Fagan Show, followed by the
game at 7:30 p.m. Sam Eiler and Steve Hengesbaugh are hosts.
EMU FOOTBALL - Saturday, Sept. 20, 7 p.m. - The Hurons host Ohio
University. The Mike Stock Show is followed by the Pre-Game Show and
the game at 7:30 p.m. John Fountain and Paul Shoults are hosts.

Football
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MEETING-UAW Local 1975 Grievance Com
mittee, Conf. Room A, McKenny, 12:30 p.m.
MEETING-The Finance Committee of the
Board of Regents, Regent's Room, McKenny
5 p.m.
M EETING-The Educational Policies Committee of the Board
of Regents, Regent's Room, McKenny, 5 p.m.
VOLLEYBALL-Women's team vs. Michigan State University,
Warner Gym., 5 p.m.
M E ETING-Student Government, Tower Room, McKenny, 7
p.m.
TEA-EMU Wives Club, welcoming tea for faculty and staff
wives, President's residence, 7:30 p.m.

TUESDAY

16

WEDNESDAYIMEETING-Faculty Affairs Committee of the
Board of Regents, Regent's Room, McKenny,
9:30 a.m.
M EETING-The Board of Regents, Regent's
Room, McKenny, 1 1 a.m.
MEETING- EMU chapter of the American Association of
University Professors, Alumni Lounge, McKenny, 3:30 p.m.
FIELD HOCKEY-Women's team vs. Adrian College, Bowen
Field House, 4 p.m.
FLOAT-A-THON-Superior Road Bridge, 4:30 p.m.
Following the Float-a-thon, an awards ceremony, live
entertainment and a nautical dinner will be held in the picnic
area north of Hoyt Towe1s.
MEETING-General membership of UAW Local 1975,
Reception Room, McKenny, 5:15 p.m.

17

CROSS COUNTRY-Men's team vs. Ball
SATURDAY State
University, Bowen Field House, 11 a.m.

20

CROSS COUNTRY-Women's team competing
in Kentucky Invitational, Lexington, Ky.,
I I a.m.
FOOTBALL-Hurons vs. Ohio University, "Business and
Industry Night," Rynearson Stadium, 7:30 p.m. Admission is
$5 for reserved seats; $3 general admission; and $ I for students
18 and under.
FILM-CLC Cinema, "IO," Strong Aud., 8 p.m. Admission is
$1.75.

Produced by the Office of Information Services for Eastern Michigan
University faculty and staff.
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�ES FAIR-Michigan Antiques Fair,
SUNDAY ANTIQ
Bow,n F,old Hou,o, ,11 d,y.

21
fflQNDAY
22

LECTURE-Dick Gregory sponsored by

Offi� of C,m pus Ufo, Pm, Aud., 8 p.m.

"This is a time for
advancement of quality not
retrenchment in programming
and services."
-President Porter

Rag Theater, Quirk
THURSDAY THEATER-Rrnwn
Lounge, 12:15 p.m.

MEETING-The Council of Teacher Educa
tion, Gallery I, McKenny, 4 p.m.
M EETING-Campus Action, Faculty Lounge,
McKenny, 7 p.m.
FILM-CLC Cinema, "Harold and Maude," Strong Aud., 8
p.m. Admission is $1.75.

18

MEETING-The Advisory Board of the
FRIDAY Institute
for the Study of Children and

I9

Families, Tower Room, McKenny, 2 p.m.
MEETING-The University's Graduate
Council, Alumni Lounge, 3:15 p.m.
FILM-CLC Cinema, "10" starring Bo Derek, Dudley Moore
and Julie Andrews, Strong Aud., 8 p.m. Admission is $1.75.
FIELD HOCKEY-Women's team competing in the Sauk
Valley Farm Tournament, today and tomorrow.
VOLLEYBALL-Women's team vs. Kellogg Community
College, Battle Creek.

FOCUS EMU
The' demlli11l' for rnpy is .5 ,,.111. T111·.,day before the •�me i11 which ii •� lo appear. wile.�� olherw•�e 11oted.
FOCUS /!. MU i.1 1m'1/isl1t'�I forfarnlty a11d staff C'Very Tuesday d11ri11g the fall a11d wi11ter semester., a11d M'llli-111011tltly 1111 Tuesdays d11ri11g the spring
and
.,11111111t'r by !ht' Office' of fllfor111atio11 SC'rvices. Editorial Office.�: seco11d floor. Snow Ilea/th CenlC'r. 487-4400.
ka//1/en, /). 'J'in11<'y. director of the Office of fllf11r111alio11 Services; A11dre,v ]. Clw1iel/,,. news editor: Marle11e K. Vm·e11JJ1irl. i11for111atio11 special
Uic/11ml II. Sclucar:.,•. staff pltolograplter.

President Porter visited the EMU
project in Yemen recently and his
observations are detailed in an
article on page 1 .
September means Float-a-thon,
now its sixth frolicking year. See
page 1 for details.
The EMU Reading Academy
offers help to adult non-readers and
those speaking English as a foreign
language. A page 3 article examines
the program.

Newsline 487-2460

I
Sportsline 487-3279

